
RHETORICAL DISPLAYS OF KNOWLEDGE  
IN LEUCIPPE AND CLITOPHON: ANIMAL TALK  

 
Progymnasmata in particular, and rhetoric in general, are typically 

acknowledged to have influenced the composition of Greek novels1. As re-
gards Achilles Tatius’ Leucippe and Clitophon2, recent studies have dis-
cussed how Clitophon, the main character and also the principal narrator, has 
a tendency to indulge in exuberant rhetorical displays, even when he has no 
real knowledge to sustain these3. The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the 
rhetorical skills of the characters of L&C through an analysis of their basic 
rhetorical output. The fables, narratives and descriptions produced by the 
characters in the novel should help us to understand their characterisation 
better, as well as the uses and social significance of rhetoric in L&C (i.e. 
how rhetoric is used according to age, gender and social criteria). In order to 
maintain this research within manageable boundaries, the principal focus 
will be on displays of knowledge in relation to one topic, namely animals4. 

 
1. Fables.  
 The first composition practised at school, according to the treatises by 
Hermogenes, Aphthonius, Nicolaus and Quintilian (1.9.2), was the fable5, of 
which we have two instances in L&C. Clitophon tells how one of Leucippe’s 
mother’s slaves obstructs his attempts to get into the girl’s room at night, by 
keeping the women’s area under constant surveillance (2.20.1 ff.). Clitophon 
portrays this slave as polupravgmwn kai; lavlo" kai; livcno" (2.20.1), a good 
description of a mosquito (kwvnwy)6, which is suitable because his name, 
 

1 Anderson 1984, 43-74; Ruiz Montero 1994, 1041-4; Hock 1997, 449-65; Fernández 
Garrido 2009. 

2 Henceforth AT and L&C, for the sake of simplicity. 
3 Whitmarsh 2003; Morales 2004; Marinčič 2007; Morgan 2007.  
4 Animals were a literary topic, treated among others by Pliny, the Oppians and Aelian. 

Thus, when passengers in the ship xuvloi" ajperrwgovsi sumpesovnte" ejpeivronto divkhn 
ijcquvwn (3.4.6), Clitophon is referring to Od. 10.124. The omen narrated in 5.3.3-4 is 
suspiciously similar to that described in A.R. 3.540-54. 

5 It is chronologically impossible that Achilles Tatius could have read Men.Rh., Aphth. 
and Nic., but their texts record rhetorical strategies which had long been in use. As regards 
Theon, the text by Patillon-Bolognesi 1997 is quoted, and the Greek text for Hermog.’s and 
Aphth.’s Prog. is Patillon 2008 (Rabe’s numeration will also be quoted). Felten 1913 has 
been followed for Nic.’s Prog., Russell-Wilson 1981 for Men. Rh., and Garnaud 1991 for 
L&C. 

6 Compare with the description of Muia, the girl who was turned into a fly: Luc. Musc. 
Enc. 10 pavnu kalhvn, lavlon mevntoi ge kai; stwmuvlon kai; w/jdikhvn. Mosquitoes are persistent 
(always whining, never silent), and a nuisance by day and at night (Ael. NA 14.22). Conops 
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Conops (Kwvnwy), is associated with these insects. In an attempt to befriend 
him, Clitophon’s slave, Satyrus, teases him because of his name (2.20.2), but 
Conops narrates a fable to make it clear that he will not be easily dismissed 
(2.20.3-21.4). He tells of a lion which cannot stand the shame of being afraid 
of cockerels and only gives up his plans for suicide after meeting an elephant 
which is very frightened of mosquitoes: the comparison of himself with the 
elephant, and of the cockerel with the mosquito, brings him instant relief.  

Conops is not a good fabulist. Although he cites standard notions about 
the behaviour of the animals7, his fable cannot be deemed credible because 
mosquitoes are always defeated in fables, owing to their natural vulnerabil-
ity8. Praising them reminds us of Lucian’s impossible task of praising a fly 
(Luc. Mus. Enc.). The moral is also awkwardly applied to the mosquito 
(‘mosquitoes are so powerful that even elephants are afraid of them’)9, and 
Conops misses an apt comment, such as ‘valour is a relative asset’ or ‘com-
parison with others puts things in perspective’10. 

Satyrus then counterattacks with a second fable involving the same char-
acters, an appropriate answer to Conops’ claim regarding the power of mos-
quitoes (21.5-22.7). A mosquito challenges a lion with a refutation of its 
virtues and a self-eulogy11, and drives the larger animal mad with several 
quick bites to sensitive areas of its body. The lion admits defeat at this point, 
and the mosquito, proudly celebrating its triumph, falls by accident into a 
spider’s web. Satyrus thus comments on Conops’ insignificance and preten-
sion in challenging somebody who is bigger than him – Clitophon is a free 
man, while he is only a slave – and predicts that a small, previously un–
  
stays awake at night and is persistent in his spying. On mosquitoes in Greek literature, s. 
Delhay 1990, 125-8; Morales 2004, 84-7. 

7 Cf. Ael. NA 3.31, 5.50.1, 6.22, 8.28, on the lion’s fear of cockerels. The elephant 
fanning its ears (NA 21.3) is a common sight, as are insects buzzing around the ears and noses 
of animals (NA 21.4, Lucian Musc. 6.3-5). According to Aelian (NA 1.38.1; 8.28, 36), 
elephants fear pigs and rams, not insects, but he also writes about the power small insects 
have over bigger animals and plants (6.35-8).  

8 Delhay 1990, 119. On the need to attribute appropriate traits to the characters of the 
fable, see Hermog. Prog. 1.4 (2.3-10 Rabe); Nic. 7.14-8.11. On plausibility in fables, see 
Gangloff 2002, 27-8. 

9 Theon 75.20-76.6 refers to two ways to introduce a fable into a longer narrative: either 
the fable is told and then the narrative brought in, or else the narrative comes first and the 
fable second. In both cases, fable and narrative should contain a common element which 
motivates the inclusion of the former. 

10 On the moral, see Theon 75.20-76.6; Nic. 9.16-11.2. This fable could be refuted as 
inconvenient (ajsuvmfora): see Theon 76.8-11. 

11 It shares some motifs with Luc. Musc. Enc.: on beauty, compare Luc. 1.11-2.1 with AT 
2.22.2; on the insects’ ability to fly long distances, see Luc. 2.5-6 and, again, AT 2.22.2.  
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noticed menace will bring about his downfall.  
The rhetorical confrontation between the two slaves shows Satyrus as a 

clear winner: the animal protagonists (the buzzing mosquito, the powerful 
yet clumsy lion and the opportunistic spider) are portrayed according to their 
nature, the moral is appropriate, and the narrative is drawn out through the 
addition of speeches, as rhetors suggest for such cases12. Satyrus’ fable is 
endorsed, too, by subsequent events: though Conops is at work hindering 
Clitophon’s plans, he accepts Satyrus’ innocent-sounding invitation for 
dinner and is neutralised with a sleeping potion in his last cup13. Satyrus’ 
triumph, however, is only partial, because he fails to apply the moral of the 
fable to his own situation. In his vainglory, he compares his feat with Odys-
seus’ drugging of the Cyclops with wine (2.23.3), boasting as carelessly as 
the insect in the fable, which suggests that he may have overlooked another 
menacing presence (the spider). This takes the form of Leucippe’s mother 
(2.23.4-6), who, awoken by a nightmare, rushes into her daughter’s room 
immediately after Clitophon, frustrating his sexual expectations and nearly 
catching hold of him. Rhetorical skills here are shown as superficial know-
ledge which does not necessarily imply success.  

Conops and Satyrus, two slaves, are the only characters in L&C to use 
fables at length to convey their thoughts, while more cultured characters 
draw on mythical narratives when in need of a powerful parallel14. Despite 
numerous instances of literary fables15 and of their use as paradeigmata in 
speeches16, delight in the extensive telling of fables was considered only 
suitable for children and uneducated people17. In other words, fables formed 
part of the sociolect or shibboleth of the lower classes, and those wishing to 
appear educated in their speech boast of knowledge in animals in other 

 
12 Theon 75.17-18 ∆Epekteivnomen de; ta;" ejn tw/' muvqw/ proswpopoii?a" mhkuvnonte"; 

Hermog. Prog. 1.5-7 (2.11-3.14 Rabe). 
13 See Laplace 2007, 160-3 for further analogies of the animals with the characters in the 

novel. 
14 See Men. Rh. 389.9-18, 392.28-33. On the use of the exemplum or paravdeigma as an 

ornamental and logical means of persuasion, see Demoen 1997, 129-35. 
15 See the quotations in Theon 66.8-15, 74.15-23 and Hermog. Prog. 1.2 (1.6-8 Rabe).  
16 E.g. Menelaus uses Aesop 103 H.-H. in his tirade against women (L&C 2.38.2). For the 

theory, see Aristotle Rh. 1393b-1394a; Hermog. 1.10 (4.2-3 Rabe); Aphth. 1.1 (1.4-5 Rabe); 
Men.Rh. 490.20 ff. 

17 On the appreciation of fables, see Quintilian 5.11.9 Illae quoque fabellae… ducere 
animos solent praecipue rusticorum et imperitorum, qui et simplicius, quae ficta sunt, 
audiunt, et capti uoluptate facile iis quibus delectantur consentiunt. In Philostr. VA 5.14, 
Menippus says that only children and old women ‘swallowed’ fables, but Apollonius 
appreciates the wisdom they contained.  
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forms. It should be remembered that this is the only case in L&C where a 
slave is characterised by his speech. In every other case they draw on the 
same rhetorical resources as their masters18, to adapt to their masters’ speech 
and/or to suit the taste of an educated audience. 

 
2. Animal narratives. 

Theon’s definition of narrative (78.16-17 Dihvghmav ejsti lovgo" ejkqetiko;" 
pragmavtwn gegonovtwn h] wJ" gegonovtwn)19 clarifies that these compositions 
deal both with fictional and non-fictional materials as if they were real. A 
good narrator will use the elements of his narrative (person, event, time, 
place, manner, and cause)20 to provide the listener with an account and 
clarification of the action (Nic. 4.17-18 e[rgon de; kai; aujth'" kai; tevlo" to; 
paravdosin kai; dhvlwsin poih'sai tw/' ajkroath/' tou' pragmavto"). Narratives 
describing animals, in particular, usually exploit the ancient notion that ani-
mals and humans inhabited parallel worlds.  

This notion sustained comparisons between human and animal nature: 
while humans facilitated the understanding of animal species21, animals 
could be used as a model of moral behaviour22, as a means of comparison or 
entertainment in speeches23, or to characterise human behaviour in fables. 
Events in the animal world predict future events in the human one: a snake 
eating a nest of ten birds, for example, foretells that Troy will fall after the 
tenth year of war (Il. 2.311-18), and Penelope dreams that her twenty geese 
are killed by an eagle (Od. 19.535-53), a prediction of the massacre of her 
twenty suitors, with Odysseus depicted as a powerful predator and the sui-
tors as weak prey. This comparative function of animal narratives (with de-
scriptive and proleptic aspects) enables them to act as a mirror or mise-en-
abyme of their closer context or even of the whole work.  

Animal stories also have a capacity for conveying general truths which 

 
18 E.g. Sosthenes praises his master Thersander when inducing Leucippe to marry him 

(6.12-13), resorting to mythological comparisons (see the analysis of Men. Rh. in Gangloff 
2002, 50-1): 6.13.2 Ei\ta katevlege th;n nauagivan, ejkqeiavzwn wJ" ejswvqh, kai; tera-
teuovmeno" uJpe;r to;n delfi'na to;n ∆Arivwno".  

19 See also Hermog. Prog. 2.1 (4.6-7 Rabe), Aphth. 2.1 (2.14-15 Rabe), Nic. 4.16, 11.14-
15. 

20 Theon 78.17-79.19, Aphth. 2.3 (2.23-3.2), Nic. 13.14-14.3 (adding u{lh, matter). 
21 Bartley 2003, 210-63; Rebuffat 2001, 187-246. 
22 Kindstrand 1998, 2964-8. 
23 Men. Rh. parallels animal and human behaviour (396.18-21, 397.6-9, 436.26-33), and 

finds stories on animals and plants highly entertaining (392.28-393.9). Compare with the use 
of animals in speeches, such as those by Themistius, regarding which see Borgognoni 2007. 
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the characters in L&C tend to ignore. Wanting to inspire love in Leucippe24, 
Clitophon follows Clinias’ advice of avoiding explicit sexual talk with a 
maiden for the sake of modesty (1.10.2 ff.). He stages for Leucippe a speech 
on love in animals and rivers, similar to the one constructed by Menander 
Rhetor as an illustration of the power of love (401.26-9). Clitophon starts 
with a peacock trailing his fan nearby to seduce a peahen, and, to make his 
message clear, he adds other four stories of love between animals, plants, 
minerals and rivers25. In all cases he attributes human characteristics to the 
natural elements and emphasises the different forms and roles of the male 
and the female, with the male playing the active role26. Leucippe is expected 
to infer that all beings succumb to love, and that it is males who play the 
leading role in the courtship.  

This first animal narrative on the peacock shares with similar ones (Luc. 
De domo 11; Ael. NA 5.21; D. Chrys. Or. 12.2-3) the motifs of praise of the 
beauty of the animal, comparison of the colours of its plumage with a mea-
dow full of flowers, and self-consciousness of the animal, proudly showing 
off its beauty (1.16.2-3). The female, in contrast, does not receive much at-
tention, and should be quickly seduced by the impressive appearance of the 
male. Clitophon’s attitude comes close to the peacock’s: both the animal and 
the boy show their erotic interest with a scenic enactment of their best attrib-
utes (the peacock’s beautiful tail and Clitophon’s witty speech). Dio Chry-
sostom (Or. 12.1-4) famously depicted the pompous sophists as peacocks, 
and this image was so common that Hermogenes states, in relation with the 
plausibility needed by the characters in fables: oi|on peri; kavllou" ti" 
ajgwnivzetai; taw;" ou|to" uJpokeivsqw (Prog. 1.4 [2.7-8 Rabe]). Clitophon 

 
24 L&C 1.16.1 Boulovmeno" ou\n ejgw; eujavgwgon th;n kovrhn eij" e[rwta paraskeuavsai, 

lovgwn pro;" to;n Savturon hjrcovmhn. Compare with Clitophon’s earlier comment: 1.5.5-6 
Tou'tov [a slave has just interpreted the legend of Apollo and Daphne] mou ma'llon a/jsqe;n th;n 
yuch;n ejxevkausen: uJpevkkauma ga;r ejpiqumiva" lovgo" ejrwtikov". Ka]n eij" swfrosuvnhn ti" 
eJauto;n nouqeth/', tw/' paradeivgmati pro;" th;n mivmhsin ejreqivzetai. 

25 Both Men. Rh. 401.29-402.2 and L&C 1.18.1-2 mention Alpheus and Arethusa. On the 
use of exempla in series, see Demoen 1997, 146-7. 

26 Magnet (f.) and iron (m.) (1.17.2) are two different minerals where the female attracts 
the male – it is he who moves, and they kiss like humans. As regards palm trees (1.17.3-5, on 
which see Bartsch 1989, 156-7), the male lusts after the female, and the gardener takes a 
shoot of the female to the male: it is a botanic marriage. Alpheus and Arethusa (1.18.1-2) are 
different sources of water (a river and a spring), and he takes to her the offerings given to him 
by worshippers: a transmarine marriage. The viper (m.) and the lamprey (f.) (1.18.3-5) belong 
to different species; theirs is a case of anthropomorphised courtship (see Morales 1995, 42; 
Laplace 2007, 187-9). On anthropomorphism in animal stories, see Rebuffat 2001, 187-246; 
Bartley 2003, 210-63. 
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parades his rhetoric like both a peacock and a sophist27, with excessive self-
assurance and vanity. 

The second animal paradeigma deals with the love of the viper and the 
lamprey, a paradoxographic story which goes beyond a plain narrative into 
the realms of mythical exaggeration28. A comparison of Clitophon’s narra-
tive with similar ones (Ael. NA 1.50, 9.66; Opp. Hal. 1.554-79) reveals that 
Clitophon has introduced the idea of courtship as a two-stage process, in 
which the male takes the initiative and waits for the female to answer29: 

1.18.4-5 ”Otan ou\n eij" to;n gavmon ejqevlwsin ajllhvloi" sunelqei'n, oJ me;n eij" 
to;n aijgialo;n ejlqw;n surivzei pro;" th;n qavlattan th/' smuraivnh/ suvmbolon, hJ 
de; gnwrivzei to; suvnqhma kai; ejk tw'n kumavtwn ajnaduvetai. ∆All∆ oujk eujqevw" 
pro;" to;n numfivon ejxevrcetai - oi\de ga;r o{ti qavnaton ejn toi'" ojdou'si fevrei -, 
ajll∆ a[neisin eij" th;n pevtran kai; perimevnei to;n numfivon kaqa'rai to; stovma. 
ÔEsta'sin ou\n ajmfovteroi pro;" ajllhvlou" blevponte", oJ me;n hjpeirwvth" 
ejrasthv", hJ de; ejrwmevnh nhsiw'ti". ”Otan ou\n oJ ejrasth;" ejxemevsh/ th'" nuvmfh" 
to;n fovbon, hJ de; ejrrimmevnon i[dh/ to;n qavnaton camaiv, tovte katabaivnei th'" 
pevtra" kai; eij" th;n h[peiron ejxevrcetai kai; to;n ejrasth;n periptuvssetai kai; 
oujkevti fobei'tai ta; filhvmata. 

Clitophon is staging Clinias’ approach to maidens here: in the first place, 
let her see you and believe that she is desired, so that she imitates your desire 
(1.9.5-6); then, approach and kiss her, observing whether she softens to your 
advances, and if she does, assume the directorial role (1.10.5-7). The viper’s 
whistling, compared by Aelian (NA 1.50) to a reveller’s knocking at the 
door, and Clitophon’s speech invite the females to approach them and signal 
the use of the amatory code30. 

 
27 He takes in earnest Clinias’ comment: 1.10.1 aujtodivdakto" gavr ejstin oJ qeo;" [Eros] 

sofisthv". See also 5.27.4 Aujtourgo;" ga;r oJ “Erw" kai; aujtoscevdio" sofisth;" kai; pavnta 
tovpon auJtw/' tiqevmeno" musthvrion.  

28 On paradoxography and narrative, see Gangloff 2002, 39-41. On paradoxography as a 
usual element in animal stories, see Rebuffat 2001, 135-44. On the rhetorical uses of para-
doxography, see Hermog. Prog. 7.5 (15.19-21 Rabe), 7.9 (16.18-21 Rabe); Men. Rh. 371.2-
14, 419.29-30. 

29 On the reshaping of myths, see Men. Rh. 341.19 ff. and commentary in Gangloff 2002, 
53-4. 

30 Clitophon uses the usual signals of lovers: 2.3.3 Clitophon and Leucippe exchange 
meaningful looks; 2.6.2 ÔH de; meidiavsasa gluku; kai; ejmfanivsasa dia; tou' gevlwto", o{ti 
sunh'ke pw'" ei\pon to; ÔCai're, devspoina∆, then Clitophon evokes Heracles, a model for bride-
grooms (Men.Rh. 405.24-8); 2.7 Clitophon feigns having been bitten by a bee in order to be 
kissed by Leucippe, and wJ" de; sunh'ken o} levgw kai; ejmeidivase (2.7.6); 2.9 Clitophon kisses 
the place on the cup where she has drunk, and she understands this and imitates him. On the 
actio of male lovers, see Toohey 1997, 200-2. 
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As regards the second stage, both Aelian (9.66) and Oppian (H. 1.559-62, 
571-3) agree that the viper vomits the venom alone as a preparation for the 
mating (not before the female, as part of the courtship), and gulps it down 
again afterwards. Clitophon’s story is slightly different: the lamprey knows 
that the viper is venomous and, despite their mutual attraction, she will not 
go any closer to him until he becomes harmless to her. The animal narrative 
reflects the part of the human courtship in which the male lover marries the 
female beloved, therefore ceasing to be a menace for her virginity (any close 
contact with men before marriage would raise doubts over her virginity and 
thus ruin her chances of a good match)31. 

The narratives of the peacock and the snakes are timely and well com-
posed, but the comparison of the male lover with the peacock and the viper 
has the disadvantage of relating the female to a peahen (of a dull brown 
colour and dazzled by the colours and exhibitionist behaviour of the pea-
cock) and a lamprey (a particularly ugly-looking eel, which bites into the 
flesh of other fish to suck their blood)32. This seems tactless, since Clinias 
has just told Clitophon of the importance of testifying to the girl’s beauty 
(1.9.6). In fact, Clitophon’s references to Leucippe’s beauty are consigned to 
his thoughts and not verbalised before the girl: 

1.19.1-2 To; de; kavllo" ajstravpton tou' taw; h|tton ejdovkei moi tou' 
Leukivpph" ei\nai proswvpou. To; ga;r tou' swvmato" kavllo" aujth'" pro;" ta; 
tou' leimw'no" h[rizen a[nqh. Narkivssou me;n to; provswpon e[stilbe croiavn, 
rJovdon de; ajnevtellen ejk th'" pareia'", i[on de; hJ tw'n ojfqalmw'n ejmavrmairen 
aujghv, aiJ de; kovmai bostrucouvmenai ma'llon eiJlivttonto kittou': tosou'to" h\n 
Leukivpph" ejpi; tw'n proswvpwn oJ leimwvn. 

By returning to the beginning of the scene, with Leucippe surrounded by 
flowers (1.15.4-6 ivy, narcissi, roses, violets), and the comparison of the 
peacock with a meadow, Clitophon seems to admit the defeat of his pa-
radeigmata, none of which included any obvious comparison of Leucippe 
with a flower. 

When Clitophon has finished his show, Leucippe stages her own in refu-
tation of his. Of the two songs of her music practice (2.1.1-3)33, the first one, 
the Homeric fight between the boar and the lion (Il. 16.823-6), proposes a 
 

31 As her mother reminds Leucippe when she finds Clitophon in her daughter’s room at 
night: 2.24.1-4. 

32 Neither do the other three narratives reflect on the beautiful appearance of the female: 
the magnet (female) desires the iron; the male palm tree lusts after the female (no flowers); 
the river Alpheus is in love with the spring Arethusa (no mentions of her beauty). 

33 Laplace 2007, 191-6 interprets them as an opposition between homosexual and hetero-
sexual love. 
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more violent model for courtship: two males (Hector and Patroclus) fight 
like wild animals (a lion and a boar) for the sake of a woman (Helen). Love 
and courtship are not simply a sweet affair of two partners, as defended by 
Clitophon’s paradeigmata34, and the violent attacks of Leucippe’s suitors 
will confirm her point. Her second hymn (2.1.2-3), on the beauty of the rose, 
continues the metaphor of the girl as a flower35, naturally charming and 
powerless, contrasting with the previous models, all of which have lacked a 
reference to feminine beauty. The contrast is notable between Clitophon, 
engaged in shameless self-promotion based on his rhetorical knowledge 
(made up, incidentally, of very general topics), and Leucippe, who simply 
points out what she is, without any fuss. Their performances reveal two dif-
ferent styles: Clitophon wants to show off his knowledge, while Leucippe 
sticks to her topic. 

Despite Clitophon’s claim that his speech was a clever improvisation 
making the most of a fortuitous combination of factors (he was with Satyrus 
in the garden when Leucippe happened to turn up and the peacock unexpect-
edly opened its tail), the elements used in his speech are too trite to consider 
him more than an ordinary orator. The situation itself is far from uncommon: 
would-be lovers were advised to parade their knowledge before their sweet-
hearts (Ovid Ars Amat. 1.218-28), and two other characters in the novel be-
have like Clitophon. See in the first place Thersander, trying to engage Leu-
cippe in conversation: karterhvsa" d∆ ou\n kai; parakaqivsa" dielevgeto, 
a[llote a[lla rJhvmata sunavptwn oujk e[conta nou'n. Toiou'toi ga;r oiJ 
ejrw'nte", o{tan pro;" ta;" ejrwmevna" zhthvswsi lalei'n (6.18.2-3). 

Charmides’ behaviour is even closer to Clitophon’s. The narrator re-
counts how some soldiers captured a hippopotamus, adding a brief descrip-
tion of the animal (4.2.2-3)36, a threatening image because it focuses on the 
animal’s gaping mouth37. Charmides invites Clitophon, Leucippe and 
Satyrus to see the animal and, struck by Leucippe’s beauty, he parades his 
knowledge about it. He mostly limits himself to well-used notions about the 

 
34 Compare with Theon 78.1-4 (on the arguments for refutation): ejk de; tou' yeudou'", 

o{tan mh; kata; pa'n sumbaivnh/, w{" fhsin oJ muqogravfo", o{ti oiJ tw'n pleivonwn ojregovmenoi kai; 
tw'n o[ntwn sterivskontai: ouj ga;r ajei; tou'to ajlhqev" ejstin. 

35 The floral metaphor occurs on Leucippe’s first appearance (1.4.3). Compare with 
Aphth. 2.5 (22 Rabe): Dihvghma to; kata; rJovdon: dramatikovn. 

36 Analysed in Laplace 2007, 147-51. 
37 4.2.3 Kefalh; periferhv", ouj smikrav: ejggu;" i{ppou pareiaiv. Mukth;r ejpi; mevga 

kechnw;" kai; pnevwn purwvdh kapno;n wJ" ajpo; phgh'" puro;". Gevnu" eujrei'a, o{sh kai; pareiav: 
mevcri tw'n krotavfwn ajnoivgei to; stovma: e[cei de; kai; kunovdonta" kampuvlou", kata; me;n th;n 
ijdevan kai; th;n qevsin wJ" i{ppo", to; de; mevgeqo" eij" triplavsion. 
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animal38, including the voracity (4.3.2) which makes it so dangerous, but 
adds the description of an unusual hunting method (4.3.3-4), whereby the 
locals observe its routines, dig a trench in a place where the animal often 
grazes, and insert a cage covered with reeds to trap it39. 

For Charmides, as for Clitophon, one animal paradigm is not enough, and 
he moves on to tell them about the elephant (4.3.5-5.3). His physical de-
scription (4.4.4-6) deals with familiar commonplaces, the well-known fea-
tures of the elephant, namely the tusks and the trunk40; just as the hippo-
potamus was compared with a more common animal, the horse, the elephant 
is compared to an ox41. Its behaviour (4.4.5 on how it uses its trunk) and 
pregnancy42 are also described, as are the bond of the animal with its owner 
(4.5-6; cf. Ael. NA 4.24, 10.10, 12.44). The whole passage is in accordance 
with what we are told in Aelian, except the story of elephants curing 
headaches with their breath (4.7-5.3), unheard of in any previous Greek text, 
though some elements appear elsewhere and made it plausible to the eyes of 
ancient readers43. 

Charmides’ narrative fails to affect his object, Leucippe, but it does se-
duce Clitophon, who keeps asking questions (4.4.1). In addition to this, the 
general does not absorb the wisdom offered by his own narrative and is de-
feated and killed (4.13-14). If a moral can be drawn from the hunting of the 
hippopotamus, it is that greed makes animals (and people) forget about their 
security, and thus leads to their downfall. The bandits set a trap for 
Charmides, hiding their strongest young men behind a wall of suppliants 
with branches, just as the cage was covered with reeds. When Charmides 
refuses to accept their terms of surrender, trying greedily to acquire all the 
honours of their defeat, they launch a furious attack and annihilate his army.  

The narratives of Clitophon and Charmides are correct, but common-
place. The main reason for their failure is that, though they possess a reason-
able command of the general notions of speaking, they do not take in the 
 

38 See esp. Diod. Sic. 1.35.8-11, but also Hdt. 2.71; Arist. HA 502a.9-15; Plin. NH 8.95. 
39 The usual method seems to have been the one mentioned in Diod. Sic. 1.35.10: a group 

of men attack the hippopotamus with harpoons, until it dies from loss of blood. 
40 Compare with Arist. HA 497b.26-8; Ael. NA 4.31. 
41 4.4.4 oi{a tw'n bow'n ejstin hJ kefalhv; 4.5.3 e[sti de; toi'" ejlevfasi sitivon, wJ" toi'" bousi; 

par∆ hJmi'n hJ pova. 
42 On this controversy, see Arist. HA 546b.10, GA 777b.15; Plin. NH 8.28; Ael. NA 4.31. 
43 Ael. NA 1.38.1 and 13.8: elephants enjoy the aroma of perfumes and flowers; 9.56 on 

their sense of smell; 2.18 on their eating olive flowers or oil to heal war wounds; and 7.45 on 
their ability to retrieve weapons from wounds. In Philostr. VA 2.11, an elephant can be so 
tame as to allow its owner to put his head in its mouth. Laplace 2007, 97-106 links the de-
scriptions of the elephant and the phoenix. 
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teachings of the most basic narratives. They are like children who do not 
fully understand the moral of a fable, though they enjoy the main narrative 
on the animal. Their rhetorical efforts, in both cases addressed to Leucippe, 
are defeated because they do not take her into account. With Clitophon, she 
strikes back, and with Charmides we are not even told about her response. 
Both men fail to realise that the first aim of rhetorical displays is to persuade 
the listener, and they seem only to be interested in putting up a rhetorical 
show. These animal narratives reflect the gap between the superficial use of 
rhetorical strategies and the assimilation of real knowledge, evident in the 
speeches by Clitophon and other male characters. 

His sophistic displays characterise Clitophon as an ordinary speaker who 
cannot cross the threshold of superficial knowledge, and avoids reflecting on 
the consequences of his narratives. Charmides’ and Thersander’s similar 
rhetorical behaviour suggests that this is a male characteristic. On the other 
hand, Leucippe’s refutation of Clitophon’s paradeigmata reveals a clever 
mind, getting her message through, though she has to restrain herself in her 
speech because of her sex and age.  

 
After the basic narrative, the next step on a scale of difficulty would be to 

produce a longer one, perhaps with a mythical topic. Rhetorical treatises deal 
with mythical narratives in different circumstances: they are to be refuted for 
their lack of credibility or immorality44, or reshaped and adapted for the aes-
thetic pleasure they produce45, and in order to transfer their cultural prestige 
through comparison to the subjects of the encomium46. These functions come 
together in the debate on heterosexuality and pederasty (2.35-8), where Me-
nelaus defends pederasty by saying that no female lover of Zeus (Alcmene, 
Danae, Semele) was instantly brought up to Olympus as Ganymede was 
(2.36.2-4). Clitophon replies to Menelaus’ point by saying that Zeus even 
came down to earth for the sake of women and transformed himself into a 
bull (for Europa), a Satyr (for Antiope) and a golden shower (Danae), while 
the rape of Ganymede, on the other hand, was rather distasteful: 

2.37.3-4 ∆Elew' de; aujtou' kai; th;n aJrpaghvn: o[rni" ejp∆ aujto;n katevbh 
wjmhsthv", oJ de; ajnavrpasto" genovmeno" uJbrivzetai kai; e[oiken turannou-
mevnw/. Kai; to; qevamav ejstin ai[sciston, meiravkion ejx ojnuvcwn kremavmenon. 
Semevlhn de; eij" oujranou;" ajnhvgagen oujk o[rni" wjmhsthv", ajlla; pu'r. 
 

44 See Gangloff 2002, 29-31, 33-34. 
45 See Gangloff 2002, 39-42, 46-9. The use of myths is appropriate for the a[neto" style 

(“relaxed”), and appropriate for the storyteller, whose aim is to produce pleasure (see Pernot 
1993, 340-4). 

46 Pernot 1993, 768-72; Gangloff 2002, 50-1. 
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Clitophon refutes the myth with a very down-to-earth account: he does 
not speak of Zeus flying Ganymede to Olympus, but of a bird of prey which 
lives on a diet of raw meat, raping an ephebe and dangling it from its 
talons47. His strategy is effective, but, like his subsequent description of a 
female orgasm (2.37.5-10), too crude to be appropriate in a cultured discus-
sion. Clitophon knows the rhetorical techniques, but ignores the aesthetics: 
to profit from the aesthetic pleasure and cultural prestige of a mythical refer-
ence, it was suggested that the unpleasant (here bestial) details48 or those that 
place the gods in inappropriate situations be avoided or at least disguised49. 

Narratives involving local myths were the key element in the praising of 
cities under the head of origin50, and played an important role in the 
construction of local identities, just as attachment to the Olympic gods con-
firmed the Greekness of a country or person. If Clitophon is a Tyrian, then 
he should know the local myths51, and he proves this to be the case when he 
recounts the celebration of the local festival of ‘Dionysus of the Vintage’ 
with its corresponding mythical narrative (2.2). Clitophon, though, goes even 
further. 

Among the preparations for Clitophon’s wedding, his father purchases a 
costly dress for the bride, entirely dyed in purple and threaded with gold 
where normal dresses have purple thread (2.11.2). Wanting to insist on the 
sumptuousness of the dress, to show how much his father cared about this 
marriage and how rich his family was52, he tells the mythical story of the 
discovery of the dye53. The usual tale (Pollux 1.45-9, Nonn. D. 40.304-10) is 
 

47 Clitophon uses the argument from the omission (ejk tou' ejllipou'"): the example is not 
appropriate because Menelaus has omitted the disgusting elements. See Theon 76.20ff.; 
Demoen 1997, 137. 

48 Men. Rh. 339.2-10; Gangloff 2002, 47. Compare with how Ovid undercuts with 
humour the pathos of the abandonment of Ariadne (Ars Amat. 1.527-64) and Pasiphae in love 
with the bull (Ars Amat. 1.293-326). See comment in Toohey 1997, 206-7. 

49 Zeus’ metamorphoses into animal shapes for the sake of women had been vigorously 
criticised: e.g. Luc. Prom. 17; Sacr. 5; Deor. Conc. 7; D. Deor. 6(2), 8(5).2, 20(12).1. 

50 Men. Rh. 353.4-359.15, in relation to which see Pernot 1993, 209-10.  
51 Theon 115.23-6 [composition of a prosopopoea] Prw'ton me;n toivnun aJpavntwn 

ejnqumhqh'nai dei' tov te tou' levgonto" provswpon oJpoi'ovn ejsti… thvn te parou'san hJlikivan, 
kai; to;n kairovn, kai; to;n tovpon, kai; th;n tuvchn; 116.5-6 dia; gevno" e{teroi me;n lovgoi tou' 
Lavkwno" pau'roi kai; ligeve", e{teroi de; tou' ∆Attikou' ajndro;" stwmuvloi.  

52 Clitophon has already described the splendid garden of his house (1.15.1-8), and an 
opulent dinner in which a costly mixing-bowl made of rock-crystal was used (2.3.1-2) 

53 2.11.4 Th'" de; ejsqh'to" ouj pavrergon ei\cen hJ porfuvra th;n bafhvn, ajll∆ oi|on 
muqologou'si Tuvrioi tou' poimevno" euJrei'n to;n kuvna, h/| kai; mevcri touvtou bavptousin 
∆Afrodivth" to;n pevplon. Describing the mythical origin of an object enhances its effective-
ness: see Schmiel 1992, 373-5. 
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based on a dog playing on the beach with a murex shell, which dyes the 
dog’s mouth red, and the first person who sees it realises the origin of the 
dye. Only AT recounts the tale with two human characters54: a fisherman 
catches a shell and discards it, thinking it useless, but a shepherd’s dog finds 
it on the beach and breaks it with its teeth, staining its jaws. The shepherd 
tries to wash off the dye with sea water and realises that the liquid coming 
out of the mollusc is a powerful tincture. This modification of the main-
stream narrative has been read in proleptic terms55: Clitophon is not inter-
ested in his half-sister despite her beauty (the fisherman rejects the shell as 
useless), whereas Callisthenes will appreciate her and kidnap the girl (the 
shepherd benefits from the discovery). This parallel recurs later, when the 
pirates who have kidnapped Leucippe throw her body into the sea and Clito-
phon recovers it (5.7). Clitophon walks past Leucippe (5.17), who is unre-
cognisable because her hair has been cropped and she is covered in dirt and 
miserably clothed – as in the case of the murex, an unappealing appearance 
conceals the true nature; Thersander, on the other hand, becomes interested 
in her simply on hearing of her beauty (6.3 ff.). 

The detailed description of the murex prooves that Clitophon does indeed 
know the animal, a small mollusc of rough appearance and conical shape, 
with an inner spire protected by a rounded whorl and a row of spines: the 
dye is the mucus of the hypobranchial gland, located in the innermost part of 
the shell56. Clitophon is an educated Tyrian, who knows the local fauna and 
tells the local myths which his community is proud of. As Núñez (2008, 323) 
notes, his use of the third person to refer to his own people (2.2.1 Tuvrioi 
nomivzousin, 2.2.2 dihgou'ntai, 2.2.6 wJ" oJ Turivwn lovgo", 2.11.4 
muqologou'si Tuvrioi) creates a distance which gives the mythological nar-
rative a more erudite character. 

Clitophon’s mythical narratives portray him as a locally-educated Tyrian 
who has not left his home. Despite his self-importance, he is only a young 
speaker who has until recently worked on his rhetorical techniques at school, 
but has not yet acquired the experience necessary to avoid use of an inappro-
priate argument. 

 
Mythical narratives also open windows onto different worlds which mir-

ror the main thread of the novel. This is the case of several ekphraseis of 
 

54 Núñez 2008, 321 notes that the three narrative aetiologies of D&C (2.2 discovery of 
wine, 2.11.4-8 discovery of the purple, 8.12 Rhodopis) have a similar “forme bipartite”. 

55 Laplace 2007, 210-11. 
56 On the murex and the use of the tincture, see Arist. Hist. An. 546b-547b; Ael. NA 7.34, 

16.1; Plin. NH 9.124-138 (esp. the description of the shell in 9.130). 
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mythological paintings which are turned into narratives57, such as the diptych 
of Andromeda and Prometheus (3.6 ff.) and the rape of Philomela (5.3 ff.). 
These occur in oracular contexts, which Clitophon does not decipher, and are 
presented in a double movement, studied by Bartsch 1989: their initial nar-
rativised description emphasises several elements, which, while ignored by 
Clitophon, can be spotted in later developments of the narrative. A second 
analysis, however, reveals that the parallels are few, and through this second 
look, AT increases the distance between mythical and novelistic characters. 

Searching for an oracle on Clinias and Satyrus, therefore, Leucippe and 
Clitophon see two paintings in the temple of Zeus Casius (3.6)58: Andromeda 
rescued from a monster by Perseus, and Prometheus rescued from an eagle 
by Heracles (3.7-8). The former depicts an erotic triangle with three extreme 
characters: the girl, unbelievably beautiful, blameless, and completely inca-
pable of defending herself; the young man, the perfect groom, handsome, 
manly, and willing to do anything for her; and the monster, the perfect an-
tagonist, ugly and greedy. The monster (3.7.6-7)59 is described through neu-
tral observations on its large size and the parts of its body60, but its jaws re-
ceive special attention61, and these suggest greed.  

The second painting features a non-erotic triangle: Prometheus, bound 
and helpless, is attacked by the voracious bird and rescued by Heracles with 
a bow. The three roles are similar to those in the first painting, with the beast 
showing equally gluttonous intentions. The macabre elements of the image 
are emphasised: 

3.8.1-2 “Orni" ej" th;n Promhqevw" gastevra trufa/': e{sthke ga;r aujth;n 
ajnoivgwn, h[dh me;n ajnew/gmevnhn, ajlla; to; rJavmfo" ej" to; o[rugma kei'tai, kai; 
e[oiken ejporuvttein to; trau'ma kai; zhtei'n to; h|par: to; de; ejkfaivnetai 
tosou'ton, o{son hjnevw/xen oJ grafeu;" to; diovrugma tou' trauvmato": ejreivdei 
tw/' mhrw/' tw/' tou' Promhqevw" ta;" tw'n ojnuvcwn ajkmav". 

As Bartsch (1989, 56-8) suggests, these two paintings foreshadow the en-
suing capture of Leucippe by the brigands. The bandits are equated with the 

 
57 See Núñez 2008, 320 ff. 
58 See Laplace 2007, 132-40; Bartsch 1989, 55-60. 
59 Compare with other descriptions (Luc. D. mar. 14.2-4, De domo 22; Philostr. Imag. 

1.29), and artistic depictions (see Elsner 2007, 3-11).  
60 Compare with the descriptions of sea monsters in Ael. NA, in relation to their size 

(16.12, 17.6) and body parts (13.20, 16.12, 16.18), and comparing them with other animals 
(16.18).  

61 3.7.7 ÔH gevnu" pollh; kai; makrav: hjnevw/kto de; pa'sa mevcri th'" tw'n w[mwn sumbolh'", 
kai; eujqu;" hJ gasthvr. 
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first monster in their wild, dark appearance62, and their attack on Leucippe’s 
physical integrity, rupturing her belly to eat her viscera63, reminds us of Pro-
metheus under torture.  

Leucippe is as beautiful as the pictures of mythical women64, but the bri-
gands are not the equals of the monster and the greedy bird, and it is later 
revealed that those performing the sacrifice were fake bandits, none other 
than Satyrus and Menelaus, who attached a false stomach to Leucippe’s 
body and used a fake sword to deceive the gang (3.19). Clitophon, too, falls 
short of the heroic standards set by Perseus and Heracles65: when they are 
captured, he simply cries (3.10.1), fails to prevent the bandits from choosing 
Leucippe as a sacrificial victim (3.12.1-2), and witnesses her sacrifice (3.15). 
The mythical mirror reveals Clitophon’s imperfections, presenting the an-
tagonists in a more realistic light and preserving the idealised portrait of 
Leucippe. 

The painting of Philomela66, too, is introduced in an oracular context: 
5.3.3-4 ÔW" ou\n prohvlqomen tw'n qurw'n, oijwno;" hJmi'n givnetai ponhrov": 

celidovna kivrko" diwvkwn th;n Leukivpphn eij" th;n kefalh;n patavssei tw/' 
pterw/'. Taracqei;" ou\n ejpi; touvtw/ kai; ajnaneuvsa" eij" oujranovn, ««W Zeu', tiv 
tou'to, e[fhn, faivnei" hJmi'n tevra"; ∆All∆ eij tw/' o[nti so;" oJ o[rni" ou|to", a[llon 
hJmi'n safevsteron dei'xon oijwnovn.» Metastrafei;" ou\n… grafh;n oJrw' 
keimevnhn, h{ti" uJph/nivtteto prosovmoion: Filomhvla" ga;r ei\ce fqora;n kai; 
th;n bivan Threvw" kai; th'" glwvtth" th;n tomhvn. 

Clitophon and Menelaus think that both omina are equivalent (5.4.1-2), 
because, after raping his sister-in-law Philomela (who later becomes a swal-
low), Tereus becomes a hoopoe and chases his wife (a nightingale), just as 
 

62 3.9.2 Kai; a{ma plhvrh" h\n hJ gh' foberw'n kai; ajgrivwn ajnqrwvpwn: megavloi pavnte", 
mevlane" th;n croiavn… yiloi; ta;" kefalav", leptoi; tou;" povda", to; sw'ma pacei'": 
ejbarbavrizon de; pavnte"; 3.12.1 kai; ti" i{ppon ejpelauvnwn e[rcetai, kovmhn e[cwn pollh;n kai; 
ajgrivan. 

63 After capturing Clitophon and Leucippe in a raid, the brigands are ordered by an oracle 
to sacrifice a maiden and taste her liver in order to purify their den (3.12.1-2, 19.3). See esp. 
3.15.4-5 tw'n de; neanivskwn oJ e{tero" ajnaklivna" aujth;n uJptivan e[dhsen ejk pattavlwn ejpi; th'" 
gh'" ejrhreismevnwn… Ei\ta labw;n xivfo" bavptei kata; th'" kardiva" kai; dielkuvsa" to; xivfo" 
eij" th;n kavtw gastevra rJhvgnusi: ta; splavgcna de; eujqu;" ejxephvdhsen, a} tai'" cersi;n 
ejxelkuvsante" ejpitiqevasi tw/' bwmw/', kai; ejpei; wjpthvqh, katatemovnte" a{pante" eij" moivra" 
e[fagon. 

64 1.4.2-3 ejn ajristera/' parqevno" [Leucippe] ejkfaivnetaiv moi kai; katastravptei mou 
tou;" ojfqalmou;" tw/' proswvpw/. Toiauvthn ei\don ejgwv pote ejpi; tauvrw/ gegrammevnhn Selhvnhn. 

65 He has earlier (2.6.1-3) claimed Heracles as his model (see Men. Rh. 405.24-28). 
66 In relation to which, see Bartsch 1989, 65-76; Laplace 2007, 141-6; Núñez 2008, 323-

6. The choice of this myth may be related to the charm attributed to narratives on 
metamorphoses: Men. Rh. 393.1-5. 
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the hawk chases the swallow. However, in the first omen there are two birds 
(a male and a female), and in the second, three (one male and two females). 
Neither are the hawk (kivrko") and the hoopoe (e[poy) equivalent: the hawk 
is a bird of prey, known for its quick attacks on smaller animals67, whereas 
the hoopoe is not a born killer.  

As a narrator, Clitophon, assuming that his listener knows the legend, 
briefly describes two scenes in the painting (5.3.4-8), where Philomela 
shows her tapestry, depicting Tereus abusing her, to Procne, who nods in 
understanding, and where the women laugh as they produce the basket con-
taining the remains of Tereus’ son, while Tereus is represented leaping from 
his couch onto the table and drawing his sword. Leucippe asks Clitophon to 
interpret the painting for her and to explain the presence of the three birds 
(5.5.1), thus implying the existence of a third scene, with the hoopoe chasing 
the nightingale and the swallow:  

5.5.8-9 gnwrivsa" maivnetai kai; spa'tai to; xivfo" kai; ejpi; ta;" gunai'ka" 
trevcei, a}" devcetai oJ ajhvr. Kai; oJ Threu;" aujtai'" sunanabaivnei kai; o[rni" 
givnetai. Kai; throu'sin e[ti tou' pavqou" th;n eijkovna: feuvgei me;n ajhdwvn, 
diwvkei de; oJ Threuv". Ou{tw" ejfuvlaxe to; mi'so" kai; mevcri tw'n pterw'n. 

Ancient references to the three birds are linked to their previous human 
experiences: Aelian reports the hoopoe’s aggressive behaviour and attributes 
this to its former human existence68, while female swallows were said to fear 
male ones because they remembered Tereus (Ael. NA 2.3), and swallows 
were said to avoid Thrace because of Tereus (Pliny NH 10.70). The nightin-
gale’s song, on the other hand, was a lament for her son69. The connection of 
the myth and the animals is perfect, but, as we have seen, the actual equiva-
lence of the birds in the myth (and the painting) and those in the previous 
omen is not perfect. Also, in L&C paintings of myths do not reflect the 
reality, and are only mentioned in comparisons related to extraordinary 
situations70. 
 

67 Ael. NA 2.42, 3.45; Ps.-Opp. C. 3.118-28. The fable of the hawk and the nightingale 
(Hes. Op. 202-12, Aesop 4 H.-H.) illustrates the superiority of the strong over the weak. 

68 Ael. NA 3.26; Ovid Met. 6.671-4 relates the shape of the bird to Tereus’ appearance.  
69 Od. 19.522-3; A. Ag. 1142-6; Soph. El. 148, OC 670-8; Eur. Hel. 1110; L&C 1.15.8; 

Parthen. fr. 33.2 Lightfoot. Cf. G. Spatafora 1995. 
70 L&C 1.4.3 [Clitophon, struck by Leucippe’s beauty] Toiauvthn ei\don ejgwv pote ejpi; 

tauvrw/ gegrammevnhn Selhvnhn; 3.15.4 [the fake sacrifice of Leucippe] tw'n de; neanivskwn oJ 
e{tero" ajnaklivna" aujth;n uJptivan e[dhsen ejk pattavlwn ejpi; th'" gh'" ejrhreismevnwn, oi|on 
poiou'sin oiJ koroplavqoi to;n Marsuvan ejk tou' futou' dedemevnon; 5.13.5 [Clitophon to 
Melite, who is only toying with her food] ∆Alla; suv ge oujdeno;" metevcei" tw'n sauth'", ajll∆ 
e[oika" toi'" ejn grafai'" ejsqivousin [i.e. an imitation, not a real meal]; 5.22.5 [Melite on 
Clitophon’s unbelievable restraint with her in bed] “Eoika de; eijkovno" ejra'n: mevcri ga;r tw'n 
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The painting is a brutal version of what happens when Clitophon and his 
new wife Melite arrive in Ephesos, believing Leucippe and Melite’s husband 
Thersander to be dead. Leucippe and Thersander resurface alive and Ther-
sander wrongs his wife by chasing Leucippe, just as Tereus had lusted after 
Philomela71. The mention of the rape of Philomela increases the narrative 
tension of what is a predictable plot: to fulfil the novelistic paradigm, Leu-
cippe needs to preserve her virginity, but a major danger would be required 
to make readers believe that this is at risk, after she has already survived so 
many perils.  

The expectations created by the myth are subsequently deflated. Accord-
ing to Clitophon, barbarians like Tereus are dominated by their instincts and 
driven by sadistic motives (5.5.2), and the hoopoe is presented as an insis-
tent, aggressive chaser. Thersander is indeed aggressive and violent at 
times72, and persists in chasing Leucippe, but his approach (6.18-19) is far 
gentler than that of Tereus. Leucippe’s feminine fragility draws a parallel 
with the swallow, but she also proves strong-willed in her defence of her 
virginity (6.11.3-13.4, 18.1-22.4), and manages to escape with her virginity 
intact and without harming anybody. Similarly, Melite’s angry reaction on 
reading Leucippe’s letter to Clitophon equates her to Procne73, but her gener-
osity sets her apart: she frees Clitophon (6.1-2), contributes to the defeat of 
Thersander, and does not hinder the final reunion of the young lovers. 

Mythical narratives set ideal, unreal standards which make the main 
thread of the novel appear closer to reality and expose the nuances of the 
shortcomings of the characters. The adventures of Leucippe and Clitophon 
could have been narrated using the technique Hermogenes calls ‘telling a 
  
ojmmavtwn e[cw to;n ejrwvmenon; 6.1.3 [Melite to Clitophon, dressed as a woman] ÔW" 
eujmorfovtero", e[fh, para; polu; gevgona" th/' stolh/': toiou'ton ∆Acilleva pote; ejqeasavmhn ejn 
grafh/'. 

71 Bartsch 1989, 69-70 refers to a double prediction of two love triangles: Clitophon 
wrongs Leucippe by consenting to have sex with Melite, and Thersander wrongs Melite by 
violently lusting after Leucippe. See also Morales 2004, 178-180; Marinčič 2007, 189-91; 
Laplace 2007, 141-6. 

72 Thersander bursts into the room where Melite and Clitophon are dining, pushes away 
Melite and beats Clitophon (5.23.5-7), and later shouts at Melite for having freed Clitophon 
(6.9.1). He tries to force Leucippe to receive his kisses, and, when she refuses him, he loses 
his temper and strikes her on the head (6.18-19). He tries to grab hold of Leucippe and 
Clitophon in the temple of Artemis, and insults Leucippe and punches Clitophon in the face, 
even though they are in the temple (8.1). 

73 5.3.5 Procne drimu; e[blepe kai; wjrgivzeto th/' grafh/'; 5.24.3 [Melite] pa'san maqou'sa 
th;n ajlhvqeian ejmemevristo polloi'" a{ma th;n yuchvn, aijdoi' kai; ojrgh/' kai; e[rwti kai; 
zhlotupiva/: h/jscuvneto to;n a[ndra, wjrgivzeto toi'" gravmmasin, oJ e[rw" ejmavraine th;n ojrghvn, 
ejxh'pte to;n e[rwta hJ zhlotupiva, kai; tevlo" ejkravthsen oJ e[rw".  
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story as a myth’: Xenophon, for example, tells the stories of two historical 
couples, Abradates and Panthea (Cyr. 7.3.8ff.) and Tigranes and his wife 
(Cyr. 2.1.36 ff.), as if they were extraordinary, mythical lovers74. When 
Clitophon fails to link properly the myths and his narrative he not only 
misses a golden opportunity to enhance his own character and his story, but 
also proves that he has not mastered the basic skills involved in introducing a 
mythical narrative into a speech.  

 
3. Descriptions of animals. 

Just as Tyrian myths serve to construct the personality of Clitophon and 
to describe the location of the beginning of his love adventures with 
Leucippe, so does the description of Egyptian animals serve to characterise 
the main setting of the novel, Egypt75. The reader hears about the Egyptian 
ox (2.15.3-4), the phoenix (3.24.3-25.7), the hippopotamus (4.2.1-3.5), and 
the crocodile (4.19.1-6).  

Egyptian oxen are described when the protagonists are still in Tyre, as a 
prelude to the future significance of Egypt. The most impressive victims of a 
magnificent procession are the Egyptian oxen (2.15.3-4), which are large and 
have characteristic horns which differentiate them from Sicilian and Cypriot 
species76, as well as a different skin colour and a proud stance that makes 
them worthy of being the form of Zeus in the rape of Europa. All these ele-
ments appear in natural history treatises77, except for the pre-eminence of the 
Egyptian bull over those from Sicily and Cyprus, which could imply the sub-
sequent pre-eminence of Egypt over the other regions. Sicily and Cyprus 
could have been suitable destinations for Leucippe and Clitophon in their 
elopement, but when they reach the harbour in Beryto, a ship is about to 
leave for Alexandria (2.31.6). The circle is closed when they finally arrive in 
 

74 Hermog. Peri; ijdevwn 405.6-9 Rabe to; mevntoi peri; to;n ∆Abradavthn kai; th;n Pavnqeian 
pa'n h\qov" te kai; pavqo" polla;" e[sce ta;" hJdona;" muqikw'" plasqevn, kai; ta; peri; to;n 
Tigravnhn de wJsauvtw" kai; th;n gunai'ka aujtou' th;n ∆Armenivan. See Gangloff 2002, 43. 

75 See Men. Rh. 387.5-14. 
76 Cf. Il. 2.480-1, quoted by Aelian NA 11.10 ad fin. on the Egyptian ox.  
77 On the size of Egyptian oxen, see Arist. HA 606a.21-2. Cf. Aelian NA 1.20 (on the 

rigidity of bulls’ horns), 11.10-11 (on the sacred Egyptian bull: 11.10 kai; to; mhnoeide;" th'" 
selhvnh" kathgorei' sch'ma <tw/'> sunievnti shmei'on a[llo, to be compared with AT 2.15.3 
kai; to; qevama kukloumevnh" selhvnh" ejsti;n eijkwvn), 12.11 (the Egyptians worship a black 
bull), 19-20 (horns; also Lib. Prog. 8.271.5-11), 16.33 (cattle of different origins). In his en-
comium on the ox, Lib. Prog. 8.269.11-14 uses the story of Zeus and Europa to prove the 
animal’s beauty; also Lib. 8.273.3-6. Oxen were suitable topics for an encomium: Aphth. 8.2 
(37.16-17 Rabe). Two examples are extant: Lib. Prog. 8.267-73, Nic. Prog. RhG 1.332-3 
Walz. 
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Alexandria during a festival of Serapis and attend a torch-lit procession, the 
largest and most beautiful that Clitophon has ever seen (5.2.1-2), though no 
oxen are mentioned here.  

The Tyrian boy whose experience of the outside world was limited to the 
contemplation of exotic species has the opportunity to travel widely in 
Egypt, but this is far from the real Egypt. The inclusion in the Egyptian 
fauna of the mythical phoenix and the hippopotamus, which had long been 
extinct in Egypt, is a mark of the fictionality of Clitophon’s account of their 
adventures. 

He first describes the phoenix (3.25)78, referring to its beauty, colours and 
distinctive crown, and explaining how after its death the bird’s child builds a 
coffin and takes it to Egypt, where it is buried after its identity has been 
proved through the revealing of its sexual organs79. Leucippe, who has just 
been buried and then come back to life from her tomb (3.15-21), can thus be 
easily linked to the phoenix80. The peacock is said to be second in beauty to 
both (1.19.1, 3.25.1), and both Leucippe and the phoenix voluntarily 
undergo a test to prove their identity and emerge victorious: the phoenix ex-
poses its body to prove its identity, while Leucippe undergoes a rite to prove 
that she is a virgin in 8.6; she also exposes her body when she goes mad 
(4.9.2), and as a proof of the treatment she has endured at the hands of 
Sosthenes81. The dramatic transformation of her appearance, when she is 
tortured and condemned to servitude makes her look like an ephebe82, which 
could relate to the hermaphrodite nature of the phoenix. The link with the 
phoenix elevates Leucippe’s status to that of a (fictional) myth, too perfect to 
be realistic: while Clitophon’s imperfections are constantly emphasised – he 
over-dramatises, talks too much and acts too little – Leucippe always 
displays the appropriate behaviour. She allows Clitophon to seduce her, but 
arrives at her wedding still a virgin, enduring all kinds of difficulties without 
losing her beauty and charm. 
 

78 On the appearance of the phoenix, see van den Broek 1972, 233-60. On its provenance, 
ibid., 305-34. 

79 3.25.7 ta; ajpovrrhta faivnei tou' swvmato". Cf. van den Broek 1972, 357-89. On the 
death and resurrection of the phoenix, see van den Broek 1972, 146-232. 

80 Cf. Bartsch 1989, 155-6; Morales 2004, 190ff. 
81 5.17.6-7 Kai; a{ma dianoivxasa to;n citw'na deivknusi ta; nw'ta diagegrammevna e[ti 

oijktrovteron. ÔW" ou\n tau'ta hjkouvsamen, ejgw; me;n sunecuvqhn: kai; gavr ti ejdovkei 
Leukivpph" e[cein. A comm. on this passage: D. King, ‘Taking it like a man’: Gender, Identity 
and the Body in Achilles Tatius’ Leucippe and Clitophon, in ICAN IV, Lisbon 2008. 

82 5.19.2 Satyrus to Clitophon about Leucippe: e[stin h}n ei\de" ejn toi'" ajgroi'". Tovte me;n 
ou\n oujd∆ a]n a[llo" aujth;n ijdw;n gnwrivseien, e[fhbon ou{tw genomevnhn: tou'to ga;r hJ tw'n 
tricw'n aujth'" koura; movnon ejnhvllaxen. 
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In the opposite sense, the realistic description of the crocodile on the 
banks of the Nile (4.19)83 hints towards realism84: it is said to lurk half-hid-
den in the water, waiting for a victim to walk past, because crocodiles were 
reputed to be malicious predators with a natural instinct to kill, plotting 
against their victims85. Clitophon subtly warns against them by saying that 
they are stronger than hippopotamuses (4.19.1), and describing them in 
similar terms to the monster in the painting of Andromeda (3.7.6-7)86. He 
also focuses on the animal’s strength, the tail which it uses as a lethal whip 
(4.19.2-4), and the huge, gaping mouth (4.19.4-6)87. This image in itself pre-
dicts an attack and characterises the attacker, Chaereas, who spotted Leu-
cippe in the camp but remained inconspicuous, waiting to launch his quick 
and lethal attack (5.3.1-3). 

These animals, then, generate an image of Egypt caught between the real, 
the mythical and the extinct, a world of mythical relations that is especially 
conceived to stage an erotic fiction with a tincture of verisimilitude. Hero-
dotus’ influential book on Egypt describes the crocodile (2.68-70), the 
hippopotamus (71), the phoenix (73) and the ibis (76) as iconic Egyptian 
animals, and it is well known that his descriptions were school models for 
the exercise of ekphrasis (Theon 118.15-17, 120.3-8)88. When Clitophon 
uses them to populate the Egypt Leucippe and he visit in the course of their 
adventures, and describes them by reproducing the general knowledge about 
them as contained in treatises such as Aelian’s, he is trying to relate his tale 
to the literary mainstream. Clitophon’s descriptions provide yet another 
proof of his need to show off his rhetorical knowledge, and of the fact that 
he is still close enough to his schooldays to repeat his well-rehearsed exer-
cise of description of a phoenix in an innocent attempt to appear creative. 

 
4. Conclusions. 

If the ultimate purpose of the practice of progymnasmata and of rhetori-
 

83 Analysed in Laplace 2007, 151-6. The description can be compared with those in Hdt. 
2.68-70, Arist. HA 503a1-15, Diod. Sic. 1.35, Plin. NH 8.89-94, Ael. NA 3.11, 10.21, 10.24, 
12.41, 17.6. 

84 On the difficult balance between realistic and fictional effects, see Maeder 1991. 
85 See esp. Ael. NA 5.23, 9.3, 10.24, 12.15. 
86 3.7.6 ta; tw'n folivdwn ejpavrmata, ta; tw'n aujcevnwn kurtwvmata, hJ lofia; tw'n ajkanqw'n, 

oiJ th'" oujra'" eJligmoiv, paralleled in 4.19.2-3. For 3.7.7, see 4.19.4. 
87 He focuses on the gap between the jaws (4.19.5) and the number and size of the teeth 

(4.19.6: compare with Ael. NA. 10.21). 
88 See also the two extant Aufsatzbücher containing drafts for the description of a 

phoenix: P.Lit.Lond. 193 (cols. III-IV) and P.Mil.Vogl. 1.20 (I.1-17), on which see Fernández 
Delgado- Pordomingo 2008, 170-3; Stramaglia 2003, 226-7.  
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cal exercises in general is to be able to produce coherent, convincing 
speeches, then Clitophon’s education was a resounding failure. AT provides 
a fine portrayal of a character type who knows the basic techniques taught at 
school, but lacks the wit to see rhetorical rules as conveyors of significance, 
and fails to see that their use alone is not enough to convince if they are not 
backed up by real knowledge. As has been shown, when Clitophon describes 
animals, he only refers familiar notions, and does not learn the lessons which 
animal behaviour could teach him. Clitophon is surrounded, too, by other 
men who behave similarly in a rhetorical sense, like Satyrus, Charmides and 
Thersander. The gulf between Clitophon’s real knowledge of the world he 
lives in and the general truths he talks about parallels the gap between the 
novelistic and the mythical world which he tries to relate to it.  

Clitophon’s educational failure, however, does prove a success in enter-
taining the readers, who had probably undergone similar training and thus 
could appreciate the shortcomings and successes of the characters of the 
novel. To such an extent was rhetorical training at the core of the culture of 
the time of AT that he could rely on his readers’ rhetorical knowledge for the 
recognition of the implications of the portrayal of Clitophon: a boy from a 
well-to-do local family whose verbal resources reveal themselves to be in-
sufficient to face the challenges of the adult world, owing to his lack of real-
world knowledge. We may indeed wonder whether AT was in fact using 
Clitophon to make fun of certain members of his audience89. 

Universidad de Salamanca     LAURA MIGUÉLEZ CAVERO  
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